The Future of new electronic systems application in the automobile is extremely promising. New systems such as mobile multimedia, control-by-wire systems, advanced safety interiors, and collision avoidance coupled with smart sensors and actuators, in a potentially new integrated vehicle wiring system, means significantly more electronic content in the automobile of the future.
INTRODUCTION
What is a reasonable vision of the type of automotive electronics consumers will demand in the future? Automobiles have had enormous impact on our global society and environment. Automotive production is the engine that has propelled western economies, especially that of the United States of America, for more than 70 years. However, if you look at the current state of our planet there are also negative contributions made by the automobile: air and noise pollution, depletion of the earth's natural resources, accidents causing injury and property damage, urban sprawl, traffic jams, and drivers lost in a maze of roads and ramps are just a few examples. Consumers continue to demand solutions to these negative impacts of automobile use, as well as options and amenities to provide comfort, entertainment, connectivity, and ease of operation.
Simply stated, we as consumers want cars that are nonpolluting, fuel efficient, safe, efficient in getting us from point to point, comfortable, with entertainment features, connected to phone and computer, easy to operate, and, most important, affordable to purchase and use.
The vast majority of automotive improvements desired by consumers are enabled by electronics. This is great news for the future of automotive electronics industry. However, the real challenge is to produce electronic systems that are desirable, marketable, and manufacturable. Figure 1 . The Visioning Process.
VISIONING PROCESS
Dictionaries define vision as both "the ability to anticipate and make provisions for future events: foresight" and "insight: imagination." To have a vision is one thing to act on it is all together different. In order to make a vision into reality there must be a process. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a model that provides a structure for turning visionary product concepts into functioning hardware. It combines global market trends, market considerations, and engineering considerations into product and technology roadmaps, which in-turn create technology projects and subsequent product strategy. Political and economic trends that must be considered are globalization of the automotive industry (engineering, manufacturing, and sourcing), reductions in product life cycles and new competitors from other electronic markets.
Social
Environmental issues concerning the automobile are many. Reduced pollution into the environment during manufacture and operation, use of energy saving recycled materials in the manufacture of new products, recycling of electronic products at end of their useful life are a few of the major issues.
MARKET CONSIDERATIONS -The expectations of the marketplace are many. First and foremost the market expects improved quality, higher functionality, and less time to market at a competitive price. The market also expects globalization of products, but with regional differentiation. New products must be integrated into systems as modules that can varied to fit individual applications. Technology is another major discriminator. Technologies must be proven reliable, but new state-ofthe-art technologies are preferred. Electronic hardware must be simulated with software then validated through controlled conditions to assure proper functionality.
ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS -Many engineering and design challenges face the automotive electronic product designer as he/she deals with the complexity of future designs. Cost per function will be the major hurdle. New systems will be very complex with many different functions. Design will demand a level of integration far above current levels. Minimum size, mass, and volume will become major market discriminators.
As products are miniaturized, power and management design issues become harder to solve. Producability, manufacturability, and testability will become significant challenges.
Computer power and speed and software will play an increasing important role in these new product. Power and speed of automotive computers will approach those of office applications, and software will become orders of magnitude more complex than used in automobiles today.
THE VISION
Determining a vision or direction for product development is the responsibility of all the major disciplines in an electronics manufacturing company. Marketing, sales, advanced engineering, product design, purchasing, manufacturing engineering, and operations, each have a specific role to play in the development of a new product.
Marketing and sales have the responsibility to determine what products are wanted or needed by consumers and automotive original equipment manufactures. These want and needs are then translated into product development plans called product roadmaps which define product requirements. Engineering then determines the technologies, which have to be developed or refined to meet these requirements then originates technology development projects. A key step in this process is to merge product roadmaps and technology projects to determine fit and timing so gaps can be resolved As technology projects progress, development activities are supported by cross-functional teams which include product design, purchasing, manufacturing engineering, and operations. These groups provide needed inputs to the project. Each product line also learns of the specific technology issues in areas of responsibility that will enable successful implementation of specific technologies. New technologies should not be implemented into production without a coordinated multifunctional team with representation from all disciplines.
It is important to note that as new technologies are developed for specific products these technological advances also become available for use on existing products. Therefore, technology projects stimulate the development of new product strategies. Technology visioning is the engine that propels new innovative products. But it also can move new technologies into existing products for future applications.
DELPHI NEXT CENTURY WINNERS
Delphi Automotive Systems has a vision of marketable products, or winners, for the next century. This paper will focus on three of these so-called winners:
x-by-wire control systems, collision avoidance, and advanced energy systems.
X-BY-WIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS -X-by-wire systems can be used to control steering, throttle, braking, and suspension. The advantages of these type systems are the elimination of mechanical links from the driver's controls to the control actuator. Mechanical links are expensive to manufacture, they add weight, complicate and add labor to the assembly of the vehicle, and require excessive maintenance over the life of the automobile.
In addition to the obvious saving that can be realized on conventional automobiles, X-by-wire systems are enablers for the automated highways of the future. Electronic systems can be controlled by central computers and ultimately will drive themselves in complete harmony with other automobiles in dense traffic. Automated travel reduces energy consumption, improves travel time, and makes highways more efficient thus reducing the need for more expensive highway construction.
COLLISION AVOIDANCE -Collision avoidance systems consist of radar and vision sensors, warning displays, brake, throttle, and steering control systems (X-by-wire), and processors and software. These systems are first and foremost designed to inform the driver of impending danger of either a collision or an out of control situation that could lead to a dangerous consequence (e.g., rollover). The next level of system design would be to take control of the automobile and make corrective action to advert danger in parallel with a warning to the driver.
Like X-by-wire control, collision avoidance systems, such as radar and vision sensors, are enablers of automated highways of the future. Radar and vision sensors will be the eyes of the computer that controls the automobile.
ADVANCED ENERGY SYSTEMS -Operation of the highly automated vehicles of the future will take more onboard energy. In order to power the additional electronic options being considered today, higher voltages (such as 42 Volts) are being considered. This requires new energy generation, storage, and control systems.
As automobile engines move toward hybrid and fully electric designs new motors/generators, converters/ inverters, and storage batteries need to be developed. These systems will provide the power and range the automobile needs with far less energy consumed.
TESTING THE PROCESS: A CASE STUDY ON-ENGINE CONTROLLER
GLOBAL MARKET TRENDS -There is a strong market pull by automobile manufacturers to mount engine control modules on-engine. This pull is generated by engine manufacturers who want to assemble and test engines as a mechanical and electrical system, prior to shipment to automobile assembly plants. This assures "known good engine systems" are assembled into automobiles. It also reduces assembly cost and disruption of the assembly line, when compared to today's marriage of controller to engine during the final assembly of the automobile.
MARKET CONSIDERATIONS -In addition to the new mounting location the market also demanded additional features and functions. Improved emissions control, enhanced diagnostics, integration of engine and transmission controls, up integration of EMS functionality, and electron throttle control are expected in the new controller designs. Figure 2 Size and weight of the controller designs are also expected to be reduced. Form factor reduction facilitates ease of mounting on-engine, and ease of final vehicle assembly THE VISION/THE PLAN -Case examples of the described visioning processes have been executed at Delphi Delco Electronics Systems. In order to meet the size and weight specifications of the on-engine controller with a similar IC set, market and engineering considerations dictated that the majority of the IC's would have to mounted as bare die to save substrate space.
Higher component assembly density and advanced materials technologies can results in complications of design (especially thermal effects) and increased costs. Several design and cost studies were made. Flip chip bare die mounted to thin, high-density laminate with heat sinking directly to the flip chips was identified as the most robust and cost effective design for engine control applications. Three technology projects were initiated and completed as a result of this design decision: flip chip on laminate development, [3] flip chip capability in high-volume surface mount assembly operations, [4] and backside thermal heat sinking of flip chips. [5] Figure 4 illustrates the final assembled circuit and the key technology elements developed for the on-engine controller. PRODUCT STRATEGY -The new technologies developed for this specific on-engine product have benefited other product lines. For example, an advanced brake controller design subsequently utilized the flip chip on laminate technologies. The ABS application required thicker substrate and greater current carrying capabilities than the engine control application. Also, conventional thru-board thermal transfer techniques are required. 
Market Demand Shift from Passenger Compartment to Underhood and On Engine
• -40C to +85C
• < 4 Grms
• -40C to +105C
• < 3 to 5 Grms
• -40C to +125C few of the enhancements which have been realized for ceramic substrates applications. Figure 6 shows a ceramic product with these improvements. 
CONCLUSIONS
It is extremely important for progressive electronics automotive companies to have a clear vision of future products. This vision, through the use of a defining process, is used to generate technology roadmaps that identify technology development projects. These projects enable product vision realization through innovative product designs.
Technologies developed can be used, or reused, on other new or existing product designs, which results in expanded benefits from the new design rules and manufacturing processes developed.
